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some modem stories which hold us spellbound. But, whilst Lyly
gravely anatomizes the thoughts and emotions of men and women in
love, he fails to persuade that his men and women are alive or ever
were alive. Deloney reveals more knowledge in one little episode—
the comedy of Long Meg and Gihan waiting in Tattle Fields for
the same young man, who never comes1—than Lyly in any of his
expositions of the deceits and pangs of love. But Deloney does not
analyse and discuss the moral and sentimental bearings of the case.
Still more glaring is the inferiority of Lyly's diagnosis of the love
malady to Chaucer's in Troihts and Cressida, or even to Lefevre's
broader treatment in the History of Jason? Of character in the
sense of individuality there is more in an average play-bill than in
both parts of Euphues. Fond editors have discerned character in
these abstract figures, forgetting that it was character only in the
ethical sense that Lyly was aiming at, and that he devised his story
only as a framework for the abstiact discussion.
€tEu-	For the proper way to regard Euphues is not as a rudimentary
pbues"    novel, even though some of the stories that resulted from copying
a treatise  ^Js performance did approximate slightly to the species.   Looking
on educa-   ,    ,	,. r ,	, ,      P    .J.        - ,	,	*J
tiott and    °ack we are naturalty obsessed by the idea or the novel as a goal
manners    towards which earlier forms of literature were tending.3 But Lyly
rather      had his mind on the present, not the future.  He essayed to produce
than a      a more taking kind of book than those already accessible on the
ideals and discipline required for the making of a finished gentleman.
There were a number of grave treatises at the bookshops handling
the problem in different ways, among them  Sir John Elyot's
Governour (1531), Hoby's translation of Castiglione (1561), and
Ascham's Scholemaster (1570)—from which he took the word
1 See pp» 181-182.	2 Si'e Volume I., pp. 230-233
3 M, Abel Chevalley has some inteiesting remarks on this tendency, which
he calls " Messianism," in an article " Le Roman anglais, histoires et destins"
(Pieat de Paraitre, juiliet, 1925) •
"De cette vaste enquete allant des vagissements qu'intenoge M. Baker aux
tout derniers cris enregistre"s par MM Gould et Starr, quels enseignements
tirer? D'abord, qiftlfaut abandonner Vattitude messtantque. L'histoire du roman
n*est pas du tout une Maiche a Pjfetoile onentte vers Richardson et Fielding
et, de la, sur les constellations du dernier siecle. Elle n'aboutit pas plus a
notre epoque que 1'Histoire de France a la Troisieme R^publique Bannissons-
en 1'idie de progres qui jalonne de faux indicateurs tant d*histohes de la
httfirature. C'est une s^ne de recommencements Si, comme on a droit de
le croire, la fiction romanesque est un besom kernel et univeisel de 1'ame
humame, toutes les varies du roman co-existent, et dans tous les temps
y compns le n6tre. Toutes sont e*galement l^gitimes, et ntcessaires."

